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Dear President,  

The Commission would like to thank the Senát for its Opinion on the Commission's 2015 

annual reports on subsidiarity and proportionality {COM(2016) 469 final} and its relations 

with national Parliaments {COM(2016) 471 final}. 

The Commission welcomes the Senát's positive appraisal of the political dialogue with the 

national Parliaments and is pleased that the Senát plays an active role providing 

contributions that enrich the debate. The Commission finds that the written part of the 

political dialogue goes hand in hand with the oral dialogue where Commissioners visit or 

meet with national Parliaments. These meetings give both parties the opportunity for direct 

exchanges on major issues and for the Commission they are a chance to listen to the views of 

national Parliaments and through them hear the voices of citizens. Since the beginning of this 

Commission's mandate, Commissioners have taken part in more than 480 such visits or 

meetings with national Parliaments.  

The Commission has taken good note of the Senát's observations concerning the 

interpretation of the principle of subsidiarity. From the very beginning of its mandate, this 

Commission undertook to place subsidiarity at the heart of the European democratic process. 

As President Juncker noted when he took office, the Commission should be "big on big things 

and small on small things". I believe the Commission is delivering on that commitment, even 

if there may be situations where there is not full consensus on the extent to which action at 

EU level is required. The Commission remains alert to all concerns expressed by the national 

Parliaments and is fully aware of the important role played by national Parliaments with 

regard to monitoring the respect of the principle of subsidiarity. I believe the way forward is 

to keep the open and frank debate about how subsidiarity should be understood and 

implemented in European decision-making. In that regard the Commission is always ready to 

engage with national Parliaments on such issues and substantiate its position. 
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As regards the Senát's suggestion that the Commission should not include the Christmas and 

New Year holidays when calculating the eight week deadline for national Parliaments to 

submit Reasoned Opinions, I can only repeat the position I expressed in my address to the 

COSAC Plenary in The Hague in June 2016 that the Commission is not in a position to 

prolong a deadline which is laid down in Protocol No 2 to the treaties. 

As for the Senát's support for the "green card" mechanism allowing a group of national 

Parliaments to invite the Commission to table proposals for new or amended legislation, the 

Commission sees this as a clear demonstration of national Parliaments' readiness to 

contribute in a positive and constructive manner to the policy debate at EU level. The 

Commission has so far received two 'green card' initiatives; the first which was organised in 

2015 by the UK House of Lords and supported by 18 other chambers related to food waste 

reduction and the second, on corporate social responsibility, was received in 2016 and was 

organised by the French Assemblée nationale with the support of seven other chambers. In 

that regard, the Commission recalls that some of the suggestions in the 'green card' on food 

waste reduction were reflected in the revised circular economy package adopted by the 

Commission in December 2015. The Commission has on several occasions, and in particular 

in its reply to the Luxembourg COSAC Contribution, expressed its support for constructive 

initiatives from national Parliaments as long as they can be handled in a pragmatic way 

without setting up new formal mechanisms.  

The Commission notes the Senát's suggestion that the Commission should primarily focus on 

proposals on which broad consensus is most likely to be achieved. The Commission is indeed 

seeking broad support for all its proposals whenever possible. In that regard it should also 

be recalled that the ten political priorities upon which this Commission has based its 

legislative programming for the duration of its mandate are in line with the priorities laid 

down by the European Council in June 2014 in its "Strategic Agenda for the Union in times 

of change". It is also worthwhile recalling that in December 2016, the three Presidents of the 

European Parliament, the Council and the Commission, agreed for the first time in a Joint 

Declaration those initiatives that will receive priority treatment in the legislative process.  

As regards the concerns expressed by the Senát on the Commission's powers to adopt 

delegated acts, the Commission would like to refer to its reply of 9 March 2015 to the Senát's 

Opinion on the 2013 Report on subsidiarity and proportionality {C(2015) 1486 final}. In its 

reply the Commission recalled that its approach to the delegation of powers is based on the 

principle that acts adopted through a legislative procedure best ensure the democratic 

legitimacy foreseen by the Treaty. However, properly used, delegated and implementing 

powers are an integral tool of better law-making, contributing to simple and up-to-date 

legislation and its efficient and swift implementation. Therefore, the Commission would only 

propose empowerments for delegated acts where they concern non-essential elements and 

are justified, that is to say when it is not possible or less efficient or effective to include the 

relevant elements directly in the basic legislative act. In its reply, the Commission also 

recalled that the scope, objectives and content of a delegation of powers to the Commission 

must be clearly framed in the proposal for a basic legislative act. It is the European 

Parliament and the Council that decide whether delegated or implementing powers should be 
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conferred on the Commission. Furthermore, democratic control is ensured as no delegated 

act can enter into force if either the European Parliament or the Council object to it. 

Moreover, either co-legislator may revoke the delegation at any time, irrespective of whether 

it is limited in time or made conditional on a report. 

In addition, the Commission would like to recall that the Presidents of the European 

Parliament, the Council and the Commission in April 2016 signed an Interinstitutional 

Agreement on Better Law-Making which also includes provisions on delegated and 

implementing acts as well as a Common Understanding on Delegated Acts, which is annexed 

thereto. In accordance with the Common Understanding and with a view to enhancing 

transparency and consultation, the Commission has committed to gathering, prior to the 

adoption of delegated acts, all necessary expertise, including through the consultation of 

Member States' experts and through feedback from the public. 

The Commission hopes that these clarifications address the issues raised by the Senát and 

looks forward to continuing our political dialogue in the future.  

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

 

Frans Timmermans 

First Vice-President 
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